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secutex Clip sleeves

01.3  SECUTEX PROTECTIVE HOSES

Clip sleeve  „SC“

Premium and standard versions

The advantages
 - Can be positioned in existing lifting situations
 - Nearly indestructible
 - Durably keeps its shape
 - Reduces the creation of creases in the strap 

Optionally available
 - Various structural surfaces
 - Reinforcement
 - Various secutex variations
 - Reinforced with cut-resistant fibres 

Available for
 - Twintex
 - SupraPlus
 - Magnum and Magnum-X
 - Powerband and heavy load Powerband

The advantages
 - Can be positioned in existing lifting situations
 - Simple and budget-friendly 

Available for
- Supraplus
- Magnum and Magnum X
- Powerband and heavy load band
- Other lifting straps and round slings

Clip sleeve  „easyClip“

Budget-friendly Clip sleeve

Cross-section of secutex clip:
Protective sleeve coated on two sides with longitudinal opening 
on reverse side

Clip sleeve  „SC“
Clip sleeve  „easyClip“

The secutex Clip SC can be installed in seconds 
thanks to the mounting slit on the back.
Recommended for use wherever round slings with 
or without protective sleeves are needed on a 
case-by-case basis. Important: The Clip SC offers 
simple handling and short preparation times.

The secutex protective coating adheres to the 
load softly and flexibly, increasing the radius of 
critical edges. The lifting forces are distribut-
ed across a larger area and the load remains 
undamaged.

The advantages 
-Can be positioned in existing lifting situations
- Allows very flexible working procedures 
- Easy to install by hand
- Nearly indestructible

With full-length opening on reverse side

Clip sleeve  „SC“
Clip sleeve  „easyClip“
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